COMMUTATORS IN ORTHOMODULAR LATTICES
generated by all the commutators com|m,n), m,neL(M). In Section 5, the properties of commutators with respect to the notion of partial compatibility, introduced in [12] , are studied. It is shown that com M, if it exists, is the largest element in L, with respect to wnioh the set M is partially compatible. It holds that com M = 00m L(M), provided com M exists. It has been proved that the maximal subset Qcl. which is p.c. to some element a el, is a sub-OML (sub-®-GML, complete sub-OML) of L, if L is an OML (a 6"-OML, complete OML). It is also shown that if M is p.c,a (ael), then also c c M is p.c.a.
In Section 6, the results obtained in the preceding para- the result obtained in [12] .
Preliminaries
Let (L,¿-, 0, 1,_L ) be an orthomodular lattice (see [8] for all the details), i.e. a lattice with the orthooomplementation 1 : L -L such that (a~ f »a, a v a =1, a^b => for all a,beL. The orthomodularity property claims that a^ b ===>b = a v (a A b), a,b e L.
The elements a,be L are orthogonal (alb) if a« b .
The elements a,b e L are compatible (a-r-b) if there is a Boolean subalgebra of L containing them. The compatibility relation has the following propertiess a -iff a = = (sa b) v (a Ab 1 ), a <b a -~b, a -«-b --•=> -^-b, a --b and a => {a,b.o} is a distributive tripls. a -^b^ n n n a V b^ and a -V Ab. = V (aAb^)« i=1
The centre L° of L is the set L c = |a e L : a b for any bel}. L° is a Boolean subolgebra of 1 8 If M is any subset of L, the sub-OML L(M) of L, generated by'M (i"e« the smallest sub-OML of L containing M) is the set of all p(m 1 ,ta 2 ,...,m n ) > where p is a lattieo polynomial, m 1 ,m 2 ».». f ia n € MUM , a 0 -a , a= a. We shall call com F (com F) the upper (lowerj commutator of the set F. Evidently, [a,b] = com {a,b} and cTom F = (com F) X . If F^ and F 2 are finite subsets of L such that F^cPg, then it ia easy to see that com F^ < com F 2 , com F^com F 2 . it is also easy to -191 -see that thy following statements are equivalents (i) P is a compatible sat, (ii) qoa F » 0, (ill) com P = 1, (iv) com{a,b}«0 (com {a.bj » 1) for any asbeP.
Let M and H ba any subsets of L. Let us denote by [M,H] the p-ideai generated by all commutators [m,n], meM, ne N. It has been she« by Marsden [9] Proof.
As a oonsequenoe of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 we obtain, once again, the following well-known statement, which has been proved in [_2] and reproved in jjl] and [ll] . Theorem 4» Let Lv G, and c be as in Theorem 3, Then c is in the centre of L, the OML , O.c 1 '
is Booleans and the OML <0,c>is tightly generated by the set G A c = = jgAc : ge G} fi»e. 00m Ig^ A c.. ,gQA c| * 0), and L e< 0,c> © < 0,c x >. The remain of the proof follows by the induction.
Proof.
From the properties of the commutator it follows that J(M) = JlMUM 1 ). Let x ± e J(M), i -1,2,... ,n.
Then 1=1 1=1 \i»1 n so that \/ x, e J(1I). How let xeJ(M), yeL(M).
Then y > 
oom M » V cola P i P is a finite subset of M j (6) con K = A com P t P is a finite subset of If} if the elements on the right exist, and we shall call com M the uppSi' ccoMUíaí or and com M the lower commutator of the set M.
Tht following definition has been introduced in [12] . D f i n i t i o n 2. We say that a subset M of L i," pur: '.illy compatible with respect to an element a of L {abbre -. ted' M is p.c. a}
jie "d} is a compatible set. Proof. Ve recall that the subset U A a = |m Aa< me lf} is compatible in L iff it is compatible in<0,a>. We can suppose that a t 0. Let F -{a 1t a 2 ,...,a n } be any finite subset of M. As P is p.o. a, the set | a., A a,a 2 Aa,... ,a n An} is compatible in<0,a>, so that . is a self-adjoint operator) , then also A^/P+i.. ,+A n /P is a self-adjoint operator on P and (A.,+. ..+A n )/P = A^/P+.< c+A^/Po From tnis it follows that the set of all observables which are p.c. P is closed also under the formations of sums. Prom Theorem 15 we see that the commutator of operators A^,...,A n with pure point spectra is the closed subspace of H generated by all common eigenvectors (see also [7] The author wishes to thank J. Hedlikova for valuable comments.
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